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HOW IT WORKS
ALWAYS ON FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
With automated seat selection, wait-list feature and secure payment options,
customers can book and pay for tickets, reserve specific seats, place
themselves on a wait-list for re-leased tickets, and cancel tickets and initiate
refunds, 24/7, where ever they are.
Maximising capacity is vital for every event and venue. Our booking app
helps you to track how many tickets have been sold and in which seats or
stands, and in real-time.
In this guide we'll explain all about the key benefits of our booking app
for the event management industry.
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wHAT CAN BE DONE
GREAT BENEFITS THAT ARE ALWAYS ON

SEAT SELECTION

PAYMENTS

AUTO WAIT-LISTS

CANCELLATIONS

INTEGRATIONS
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Enable your customers to choose their preferred seat or stand.
And if available let them book their ticket, reserve their chosen
seat and pay, right there and then, all without the need of any
agent assistance.
For those times where a preferred seat is unavailable, callers are
presented with available alternatives to choose from. Callers can

SEAT
SELECTION
IT'S ABOUT
CHOICE

also be offered the opportunity to be placed on a wait-list in
case their favoured seat becomes available in the future.
Making sure your customers never miss out.
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Give your customers the option to be placed on a waiting-list for
their desired tickets or seats.
When tickets or seats they want become available, the app
immediately calls them and gives them the opportunity to book
and pay for tickets.
if the customer no longer wants the tickets, the caller just says
so, and the app moves onto call the next person on the list. This

AUTO
WAIT-LIST

process is repeated until the tickets or seats are sold or the wait
list is exhausted.
This process can be fully automated, saving time and making
better use of your staff resource.
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Give your customers the option to cancel their booking at any
time, as we understand sometimes things just come up meaning
you can no longer attend.
Cancelled tickets are automatically placed into the wait list, and
this will trigger the feature to call a customer and offer the newly
available ticket.

REDUCE
NO SHOWS

Bringing some good news to a customers day!
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Quick, convenient, automated and secure way to take payment
for the customers must have tickets, seats and membership fees
for events ,by credit and debit card, and all PCI compliant.
Whether you wish to have your customers speak with an Agent
or elect for a fully automated process, we can accommodate
your preference. It is up to you and either way we make sure you

EASY & SECURE
PAYMENTS

do not lose the personal touch.
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Processed without the involvement of any staff resource, so your
agents can focus on the important customer care services, that
increase your brand loyalty.
Our booking system can be integrated to connect and work with
your APIs, booking or ticketing systems, calendars, diaries, CRM
and payment apps.
Full analytics is available via an online web portal, so you can see
exactly what the key stats are, in real-time.
It's quick, simple and easy to use,

INTEGRATIONS

We hope this short guide gives you some great tips for
what you need in the event management industry to
make sure your customers are always serviced.

If you need help - or simply just have a question, we'd be
more than happy to help. Give us a call or drop Maxine an
email.
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

